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Lovers of the new like...
40 Signature Series
Having a big-name boat-yard is not enough for some owners – who are now employing leading architects to create their
domestic space at sea. Norman Foster's 41-metre model, just launched in Italy, is not to everyone's taste – ultracontemporary and with acres of windows. But it will appeal to those who want sunlight streaming through every wall
possible, to slip down a glass staircase to the decks below (there are four), and square, clean-lined furnishings. A 50-sq.metre upper saloon, with a 53-sq.-metre owners' suite, will appeal to those whose idea of luxury is simply space and more
space. To buy, fractionally, from €1,875,000 for an eighth, from www.yachtplus.com
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To view a range of yachts for charter, priced from under €20,000 a week for a sailing yacht sleeping six to more than €660,000 for a vessel
accommodating 36 guests, contact Camper & Nicholsons (www.cnconnect.com), Ocean Independence (www.oceanindependence.com), Fraser
(www.fraseryachts.com), Edmiston (www.edmistoncompany.com) or Burgess (www.burgessyachts.com)
This article was taken from Ultratravel, the Daily Telegraph's quarterly luxury travel magazine.
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